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THE TIMELESS BEAUTY OF SOLID WOOD
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For twenty years, we have been creating timeless, sustainable 
furniture from solid wood. Craftsmanship and enduring design 
are at the core of our brand, and behind the simplicity of  
our pieces lies a constant drive for innovation. Incorporating  
advanced techniques to our process of creation, each new 
design is revised and reworked to the last detail: every curve, 
texture and line reflects our design values.

In 2017, the Ethnicraft brand is sold through an extensive  
network of retailers in more than fifty countries. Our collections 
can be found in the most diverse interiors, where they age 
beautifully as years go by.

Authenticity, simplicity and impeccable 
craftsmanship are what we believe in. 
In essence, we believe in good design.
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This year’s collection is made up of 
iconic pieces with a timeless beauty 
that withstands all passing trends



OAK
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A light interpretation of the Blackbird collection, the Whitebird 
collection is both simple and complex. At a first glance, the 
doors and drawers seem perfectly aligned, but study them 
carefully and you will discover a subtle geometric play with 
unconventional symmetry.

WHITEBIRDOak 

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51468 180 × 45 × 80 cm

The Whitebird collection is finished with varnish.

sideboard, 3 doors, 2 drawers

51467 180 × 45 × 90 cm

new

new
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WHITEBIRDOak 

storage cupboard, 1 door, 1 drawer

51469 110 × 45 × 178 cm

The Whitebird collection is finished with varnish.

TV cupboard, 1 opening door, 1 flip-down door, 2 drawers

51466 180 × 45 × 61 cm

new

new
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The Blackbird collection combines simple shapes with clean 
lines. But look closer and you will discover the subtle complexity 
of these delicate pieces. The black frame adds a bold and 
distinguished touch to the pieces in this collection.

BLACKBIRDOak 

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51471 180 × 45 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 2 drawers

51472 180 × 45 × 90 cm

The Blackbird collection is finished with varnish.
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BLACKBIRDOak 

storage cupboard, 1 door, 1 drawer

51470 110 × 45 × 178 cm

TV cupboard, 1 opening door, 1 flip-down door, 2 drawers

51473 180 × 45 × 61 cm

The Blackbird collection is finished with varnish.
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WAVEOak 

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

51450 148 × 46 × 77 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 1 opening door, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51452 127 × 46 × 60 cm

The Wave collection is also available in teak (p. 129) and walnut (p. 201).

TV cupboard, 2 opening doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers

51455 110 × 46 × 183 cm
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SHADOWOak 

sideboard, 2 doors

51370 109 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 3 doors

51371 156 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51372 203 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 5 doors

51373 250 × 45 × 84 cm
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SHADOWOak 

storage cupboard, 4 doors

51374 115 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers

51375 140 × 46 × 42 cm

TV cupboard, 3 drawers

51376 210 × 46 × 42 cm

coffee table, 2 sliding doors

51383 120 × 70 × 33 cm
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Our book racks and shelves are more than practical storage 
units: they form an aesthetic framework for beloved objects, 
turning them into multifunctional and sturdy must-haves for 
each room in the house.

SHADOWOak 

chest of drawers, 2 drawers, 1 door

51186 160 × 50 × 84 cm

sideboard high, 4 doors

51379 203 × 45 × 140 cm

book rack, 2 doors

51378 124 × 46 × 210 cm

book rack, 1 door, 1 drawer

51377 80 × 46 × 210 cm
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LIGNAOak 

sideboard, 2 doors 2, drawers

50949 110 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers

50950 165 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers

50951 220 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 5 drawers

50952 275 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard high, 4 doors

50953 221 × 45 × 120 cm
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LIGNAOak 

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers

50954 110 × 50 × 162 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers

50955 140 × 45 × 51 cm

TV cupboard, 3 drawers

50956 210 × 45 × 51 cm
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NORDICOak 

book rack, 1 door, 1 drawer

51442 70 × 46 × 211 cm

sideboard, 2 doors

51436 80 × 40 × 78 cm

The Nordic racks are also available in teak (p. 173) and walnut (p. 219).

sideboard, 3 doors

51437 158 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51438 210 × 45 × 78 cm

rack, 6 sliding doors

51448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

low rack, 4 sliding doors

51443 160 × 46 × 92 cm
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NORDICOak 

chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51176 130 × 56 × 83 cm

The Nordic console, TV cupboard and coffee table 120 cm are also available in walnut (p. 203).

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51439 120 × 46 × 45 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

51445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

51446 80 × 80 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers

51444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

console, 2 drawers

51447 120 × 40 × 85 cm
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BURGEROak 

sideboard, 3 push open doors

51390 150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors

51391 200 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers

51393 250 × 45 × 85 cm

The Burger collection is also available in teak (p. 131 – 133).

chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm
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BURGEROak 

storage cupboard, 4 push open doors, 2 drawers

51396 110 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51394 140 × 47 × 40 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51395 210 × 47 × 40 cm
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PUREOak 

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm
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PUREOak 

top, 2 sliding glass doors

51161 150 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51163 200 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51165 250 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm
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FLATOak 

sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers

51075 100 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51076 150 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51077 200 × 45 × 90 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51071 150 × 38/45 × 220 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51072 200 × 38/45 × 220 cm
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FLATOak 

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers

51088 115 × 45 × 157 cm

chest of drawers, 6 drawers

51086 60 × 50 × 130 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm
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Our sideboards provide maximum storage space and 
functionality. With their clean lines and well-balanced volume 
they add style to every room without being obtrusive. Add some 
extra character to the room with Stonecut for example, our 
sideboard with a fascinating interplay of lines on its doors. 

STONECUTOak 

sideboard, 3 doors

51350 165 × 45 × 77 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51351 220 × 45 × 77 cm
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MR. MARIUSOak 

Origami desk, 5 drawers, olive

45021 135 × 55 × 94 cm

Origami desk, 5 drawers, cream

45056 135 × 55 × 94 cm

Origami desk, 5 drawers, black

45055 135 × 55 × 94 cm

Origami secretary, 2 sliding doors, 2 drawers, black

45018 70 × 35 × 130 cm

Origami secretary, 2 sliding doors, 2 drawers, cream

45019 70 × 35 × 130 cm
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Oak MR. MARIUS

Pirouette book rack, 4 drawers

45016 60 × 30 × 200 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 5 drawers, black

45035 50 × 40 × 130 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 5 drawers, cream

45031 50 × 40 × 130 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 3 drawers, cream

45034 100 × 40 × 75 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 3 drawers, black

45033 100 × 40 × 75 cm



On this page: bottom left: Oak Frame sofa side table (p. 93) – middle: Oak wall shelves (p. 101).  

Opposite page: top left: Oak wall shelves (p. 101) – top right: Oak side tables (p. 93) – bottom left: Oak Nordic II bed (p. 109).
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Wood is now.  
Wood is play. 
Wood is me.
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The Bok dining table assumes a soft and sensual shape,  
with a delicate thinness that conceals solid construction. 
This season, this table tries on a darker shade. And as they 
say, everything looks better in black.

TABLESOak 

The Bok dining table black is finished with varnish.

Bok dining table

51495 160 × 80 × 76 cm

51496 180 × 90 × 76 cm

51497 200 × 95 × 76 cm

51498 220 × 95 × 76 cm

51499 240 × 100 × 76 cm

Bok dining table black, brushed

51505 160 × 80 × 76 cm

51506 180 × 90 × 76 cm

51507 200 × 95 × 76 cm

51508 220 × 95 × 76 cm

51509 240 × 100 × 76 cm

new
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Airy with subtle complexities, the Torsion dining table 
incorporates advanced woodworking techniques to create a 
light table top with a stable base of sculptural elegance.

TABLESOak 

The Torsion dining table black is finished with varnish.

Torsion dining table black, brushed

50011 70 × 70 × 76 cm

50013 90 × 90 × 76 cm

50012 127 × 127 × 76 cm

new
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We have an extensive collection of tables in many sizes and styles, 
suitable for all kinds of interiors, whether you have limited space or 
plenty of it. The new Osso rectangular table looks compact but is 
also extendable, adding extra space instantly.

TABLESOak 

Osso extendable dining table

53029 140/185 × 90 × 76 cm

new
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TABLESOak 

Osso round dining table – Blackstone

53038 120 × 120 × 75 cm

Osso round table high

53030 120 × 120 × 88 cm

Osso round dining table

53031 120 × 120 × 75 cm

The Osso dining table is also available in walnut (p. 205).

The Osso round table – Blackstone is finished with varnish.

Osso round table high – Blackstone

53037 120 × 120 × 88 cm
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TABLESOak 

Mikado dining table

50179 203 × 106 × 76 cm

50178 240 × 110 × 76 cm
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TABLESOak 

The Circle dining table is also available in teak (p. 149) and walnut (p. 209).

Circle dining table

50165 136 × 136 × 76cm

50164 163 × 163 × 76 cm
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TABLESOak 

Slice extendable dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

51942 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

51943 160/240 × 90 × 76 cm

50583 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm

Slice dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

50570 140 × 80 × 76 cm

Slice dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

50572 150 × 150 × 76 cm

50571 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50573 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50574 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50575 220 × 100 × 76 cm

The Slice dining table is also available in teak (p. 151). The Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 x 10 cm is also available in walnut (p. 211).
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Double has been a part of the Ethnicraft family for a long time.  
This table is a successful combination of a solid look and pure 
lines. Although the table looks heavy and solid, it can very easily be 
extended single-handedly.

TABLESOak 

Double extendable dining table

52066 200/300 × 100 × 76 cm

The Double extendable dining table is also available in teak (p. 153).
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It takes a few steps and no more than seconds to make space 
for whatever will be happening next in your home.

TABLESOak 

Straight dining table, legs 6 × 6 cm

50381 70 × 70 × 76 cm

50382 120 × 70 × 76 cm

Straight dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

50329 140 × 80 × 76 cm

50330 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50340 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50355 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50360 220 × 105 × 76 cm

50370 250 × 105 × 76 cm

50380 300 × 105 × 76 cm

Straight extendable dining table

50317 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

50316 160/240 × 90 × 76 cm

50315 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm
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TABLESOak 

Pettersson dining table

designed by Patrik Pettersson

50566 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50567 200 × 90 × 76 cm

50568 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50569 250 × 100 × 76 cm

The Pettersson dining table is also available in teak (p. 155).
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TABLESOak 

Apron dining table, legs 8 × 8

50589 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50588 180 × 90 × 76 cm

Apron dining table, legs 10 × 10

50587 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50586 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50585 240 × 100 × 76 cm

The Apron dining table is also available in teak (p.157 ).
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TABLESOak 

Ellipse dining table - Blackstone

50948 246 × 154 × 76 cm

The Ellipse dining table – Blackstone is finished with varnish.



Bok chair black, brushed 

51491 50 × 53 × 76 cm

Bok chair

51490 50 × 53 × 76 cm

new
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A marriage of opposite elements, the Bok chair experiments 
with contrasts. Designer Alain van Havre combined 
sculptural elegance and contemporary crafting into a 
graceful and airy form. For 2017 we are introducing the Bok 
chair in our glamorous black finishing. The Casale chair was 
designed by studio Kaschkasch. The straight lines form a 
smooth, delicate shape and the effortless design makes this 
chair an adaptable piece.

Sculptural or fluid, our chairs are 
adaptable enough to stand on their own or 
as complementary pieces to our tables

CHAIRSOak 

Casale chair

50653 46 × 52 × 79 cm

The Bok chair black is finished with varnish.
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CHAIRS & BENCHESOak 

Bjorsing chair, height armrest 66 cm

50678 59 × 62 × 83 cm – seating height 46 cm

Ex 1 chair

50657 43 × 56 × 82 cm – seating height 47 cm

The Bjorsing chair and Osso stool are also available in walnut (p. 213). The EX 1 chair is also available in teak (p. 161).

The Osso stool – Blackstone is finished with varnish.

Osso stool

53033 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high

53032 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Osso stool – Blackstone

53040 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high – Blackstone

53039 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Straight bench

50385 140 × 35 × 45 cm

50386 160 × 35 × 45 cm

50388 180 × 35 × 45 cm

50390 200 × 35 × 45 cm
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Internationally acclaimed designer Nathan Yong is the man 
behind the N-chair collection. “I like my designs to evoke a 
sense of wonder,” he says, and that is exactly how we feel about 
this seating range.

N CHAIRSOak 

N1 chair

50685 54 × 60 × 81 cm – seating height 47 cm

N2 lounge chair

50686 59 × 69 × 70 cm – seating height 40 cm

N3 kitchen counter stool

50687 48 × 50 × 92 cm – seating height 65 cm

N4 bar stool

50688 48 × 50 × 110 cm – seating height 80 cm

The N2, N3 and N4 chairs are also available in teak (p. 159).

N3 bench

50692 120 × 50 × 81 cm – seating height 46 cm

50691 180 × 50 × 81 cm – seating height 46 cm



Quirky, elegant or serious and decisive: we believe 
that the coffee table should be as unique as the 
people who possess them. The Window coffee 
table by designer Constance Guisset for example 
borrows from the cabinet of curiosities and adapts 
beautifully to your personality. For the Simple 
collection Constance opted - as the name implies - 
for simplicity and a pure design that emphasises the 
clean shape and functionality of this beautiful piece. 
With its clean lines and contemporary aesthetic, the 
new Thin side table by Alain van Havre is, without a 
doubt, a winning piece.

Tripod coffee table

50530 96 × 96 × 36 cm

Simple coffee table

51415 120 × 74 × 39 cm

51416 180 × 57 × 39 cm

new
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Our coffee tables can be centrepieces on 
their own or be used in combination 
with complementary items 

COFFEE TABLESOak 

Window coffee table

51427 120 × 60 × 36 cm

Thin coffee table black, stainless steel frame

50520 70 × 70 × 30 cm

The Window and Thin coffee tables are finished with varnish.

new
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COFFEE TABLESOak 

Thin coffee table, stainless steel

50524 80 × 80 × 30 cm

50525 120 × 70 × 30 cm

Flat coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm

Nordic coffee table, 1 drawer

51445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Nordic coffee table, 1 drawer

51446 80 × 80 × 35 cm

Naomi coffee table

50538 120 × 70 × 35 cm

The Thin and Naomi coffee tables are also available in teak (p. 165). The Nordic coffee table is also availlable in walnut (p. 203)  

and the Naomi coffee table is also available in walnut (p. 215).

Shadow coffee table, 2 sliding doors

51383 120 × 70 × 33 cm



The latest addition to our side table collection is Twist. Its 
defining characteristics are a triangular base and legs with a 
dynamic curve, inspired by the graceful arcs of a tree branch. 
Like a cabinet of curiosities, the Window side table offers 
endless possibilities to showcase your personality. With the 
Simple side table, designer Constance Guisset goes back 
to the basics with clean lines and a straightforward design, 
highlighting function and form.

Wherever you put our side tables, they become 
a stunningly attractive feature in your room

Twist side table

50556 41 × 41 × 41 cm

50557 46 × 46 × 46 cm

50558 51 × 51 × 51 cm 

new
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SIDE TABLESOak 

Simple side table

51414 55 × 55 × 42 cm

Window side table

51428 40 × 60 × 36 cm

The Window side table is finished with varnish.
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SIDE TABLESOak 

Tripod side table black

50527 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod side table black, large

50528 70 × 70 × 60cm

Tripod side table

50508 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod side table, large

50509 70 × 70 × 60 cm

Cube closed side table

50646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

Cube closed side table

50647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

Frame sofa side table

50517 48 × 40 × 48 cm

Thin side table, stainless steel frame

50526 50 × 50 × 35 cm

Naomi side table

50539 58 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube open side table

50640 45 × 40 × 46 cm

The Tripod, Cube open and Frame side tables are also available in teak (p. 167). The Naomi and Thin side tables are also available in teak (p. 165).

The Tripod, Naomi and Cube side tables are also available in walnut (p. 217).

The Tripod black side table is finished with varnish.
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With the Z rack, we show ourselves from a frivolous side. This 
rack consists of a repetitive game of lines and shadows which 
gives it a unique look, emphasizing the character of the wood.

SHELVESOak 

Z rack

50778 125 × 37 × 207 cm

Z rack, small

50779 93 × 38 × 207 cm

new
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SHELVESOak 

M rack

50771 104 × 30 × 219 cm

M rack, small

50772 90 × 30 × 139 cm

The M rack is also available in teak (p.169 ).
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Our Nordic and Ligna racks are more than functional 
storage solutions. They surprise from every angle. Ligna has 
varying levels and proportions of the wood provide depth 
and motion. This rack be used on both sides, making it a 
perfectly proportioned room divider as well.

SHELVESOak 

Ligna open rack

50959 259 × 37 × 145 cm

The Nordic racks are also avalaible in teak (p. 173) and walnut (p. 219).

Ligna open rack

50968 179 × 37 × 145 cm

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors

51448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors

51443 160 × 46 × 92 cm
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SHELVESOak 

Mozaic rack

50774 100 × 34 × 201 cm

The Mozaic rack is also available in teak (p. 171). The wall shelves and Utilitile hooked are also available in teak (p. 175).

Utilitile hooked

55097 40 × 4 × 40 cm

wall shelf

51358 70 × 22 × 5 cm

51359 140 × 22 × 5 cm

51360 210 × 22 × 5 cm
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OFFICEOak 

U table

50001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

50000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

50010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

Billy box, 3 drawers

50620 50 × 56 × 66 cm

Our Oak office collection is also available in walnut (p. 221). The Wave office console is also available in teak (p. 177).

Wave office console, 1 drawer

51456 120 × 60 × 78 cm
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CONSOLESOak 

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

50516 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

51444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

51447 120 × 40 × 80 cm

The consoles are also available in walnut (p. 223). The Frame PC console is also available in teak (p. 177).



Wood is style.  
Wood is glamorous. 
Wood is bold.

On this page: top left: Oak Blackbird TV cupboard (p. 19) – top right: Oak Torsion dining table black, brushed (p. 59) and Oak Bok chair black, brushed (p. 80).  

On the opposite page: middle: Oak Bok dining table black, brushed (p.57) and Oak Bok chair black, brushed (p. 80).
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The Nordic II bed combines clean lines, strong shapes and subtle 
details with the warmth of solid wood. Added drawers provide 
clever storage space, keeping your bedroom neat and tidy.

BEDSOak 

Nordic II bed without drawers is also available in teak (p. 181).

Nordic II bed with drawers, without slats, mattress size 160/200

51221 184 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed with drawers, without slats, mattress size 180/200

51220 204 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 140/200

51219 164 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51216 184 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51215 204 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress  size 180/220

51225 206 × 239 × 95 cm
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BEDSOak 

Air bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51212 180 × 232 × 96 cm

Air bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51211 200 × 232 × 96 cm

The Air bed is also available in teak (p. 183) and walnut (p.229).
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The human body needs 7 to 9 hours sleep to function at its 
best. Our bedroom collections have all the elements to turn 
your bedroom into a sanctuary.

BEDSOak 

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51202 198 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51201 218 × 243 × 71 cm

The Madra bed is also available in teak (p. 185).
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BEDSOak 

The Azur bed is also available in teak (p. 187).

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 140/200

51132 150 × 210 × 95 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51124 170 × 210 × 95 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51120 190 × 210 × 95 cm



An interior with personality is all about creativity 
and inventiveness. We'd like to help you with 
that. Let’s talk nighstands for example. We have 
numerous side tables and stools that can be 
taken out of the living room and would work 
perfectly as a bedside table as well. Or why not 
mix and match our beds and night stands? Get 
inspired by a wealth of combinations to create 
the bedroom interior that fits you like a glove.

Nordic II hanging bedside table, 1 drawer

51224 57 × 40 × 21 cm

Nordic II bedside table, 1 drawer

51175 57 × 40 × 37 cm

Air bedside table, 1 drawer

51210 56 × 44 × 37 cm

Madra bedside table, 1 drawer

51200 60 × 43 × 27 cm

new
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Every bed in our collection can be 
complemented with a matching 
nightstand. But why not look further? 

BEDSIDE TABLESOak 

Ligna bedside table, 1 drawer, 1 door, hinge right

51168 45 × 40 × 50 cm

Ligna bedside table, 1 drawer, 1 door, hinge left

51169 45 × 40 × 50 cm

Azur bedside table, 1 drawer

51140 48 × 44 × 48 cm

The Nordic II and Madra bedside tables are also available in teak (p. 189). The Air bedside table is also available in teak (p. 187) and walnut (p.229).
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Most of our furniture is fully assembled and ready for use when 
delivered. But sometimes, when the access to a room is too 
narrow, for instance, it can be a good idea to buy our wardrobes 
as flat pack furniture. The KDS dresser comes in two sizes, 
with sliding doors and plenty of shelves that offer space for an 
extensive collection of clothes.

DRESSERSOak 

KDS dresser, 2 sliding doors

back and side panels veneer 0.6 mm

51198 166 × 65 × 218 cm – self assembly

The KDS dresser is also available in teak (p. 191).

KDS dresser, 3 sliding doors

back and side panels veneer 0.6 mm

51197 260 × 65 × 218 cm – self assembly
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DRESSERSOak 

Shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers

51185 115 × 60 × 200 cm

The Shadow dresser is also available in teak (p. 193).

Nordic dresser, 2 doors

51177 105 × 60 × 200 cm
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CHEST OF DRAWERSOak 

Shadow chest of drawers, 1 door, 2 drawers

51186 160 × 50 × 84 cm

Nordic chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51176 130 × 56 × 83 cm

Azur chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51139 120 × 50 × 92 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm

Flat chest of drawers, 6 drawers

51086 60 × 50 × 130 cm

The Burger chest of drawers is also available in teak (p. 195).
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AND MOREOak 

Slatted bed base

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

45001 70 × 200 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm

mirror

51253 90 × 3 × 200 cm

Light Frame mirror

51298 90 × 5 × 150 cm

Light Frame mirror

51299 90 × 5 × 200 cm

The mirrors are also available in teak (p. 197).



TEAK
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WAVETeak 

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

11451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 2 doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

11453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

11455 110 × 46 × 183 cm

The Wave collection is also available in oak (p.21) and walnut p.201).  

* This product is FSC® certified.
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BURGERTeak 

sideboard, 3 push open doors, FSC 100%*

15321 150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors, FSC 100%*

15322 200 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

15331 250 × 45 × 85 cm

The Burger collection, except for the coffee table and the chest of drawers with 5 drawers, is also available in oak (p. 37 – 39).

* This product is FSC® certified.

chest of drawers, 4 drawers, FSC 100%*

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

chest of drawers, 5 drawers, FSC 100%*

15062  70 × 50 × 125 cm

sideboard, 2 push open doors, FSC 100%*

15320 100 × 45 × 85 cm
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BURGERTeak 

storage cupboard, 4 push open doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

15326 110 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer FSC 100%*

15324 140 × 47 × 40 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15325 210 × 47 × 40 cm

TV cupboard, 2 flip-down doors, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15332 250 × 47 × 40 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers

table top veneer 4 mm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

The Burger collection, except for the coffee table and the chest of drawers 5 drawers, is also available in oak (p. 37 – 39).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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ESSENTIALTeak 

sideboard, 2 doors, FSC 100%*

15300 100 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, FSC 100%*

15301 147 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, FSC 100%*

15303 196 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, FSC 100%*

15305 245 × 47 × 85 cm

* This product is FSC® certified.
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For almost two decades now, we have been producing timeless 
furniture in solid teak. Teak has an intense glow that makes each 
piece of furniture extremely attractive. Its natural characteristics 
ensure a product that is both beautiful and durable. 

ESSENTIALTeak 

storage cupboard, 4 doors, FSC 100%*

15311 117 × 47 × 160 cm

* This product is FSC® certified.

TV cupboard, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15307 142 × 47 × 38 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

15309 209 × 47 × 38 cm
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A sideboard is a must-have if you want to keep your interior 
uncluttered and well organised. So it is no wonder that we have 
an extensive range of cleverly designed sideboards in oak, teak 
and walnut, each with its own characteristics.

ELEMENTALTeak 

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

10324 157 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

10325 207 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

10326 257 × 45 × 85 cm

* This product is FSC® certified.
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ELEMENTALTeak 

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

10329 119 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

10327 211 × 45 × 33 cm

TV cupboard, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

10328 151 × 45 × 33 cm

* This product is FSC® certified.
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LODGETeak 

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

15335 146 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15336 202 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 3 drawers

15337 272 × 46 × 84 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15344 154 × 36/46 × 220 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15345 200 × 36/46 × 220 cm



Wood is glow.  
Wood is authentic. 
Wood is charm.

On this page: middle: Teak Burger TV cupboard (p. 133) – bottom: Teak N2 lounge chair (p. 159) and Teak Pop low table (p. 166).  

Opposite page: bottom left: Teak Butcher stool (p. 166).
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Our Kubus table can be extended singlehandedly to create extra 
space in seconds. The robust legs of the teak Kubus extendable 
table move with the extension, allowing you to keep a maximum 
of seating space.

TABLESTeak 

Kubus extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

table top veneer 4 mm

12050 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

12051 140/220 × 120 × 76 cm

12052 160/240 × 90 × 76 cm

12053 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm

new
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TABLESTeak 

Circle dining table, FSC 100%*

10165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

10164 163 × 163 × 76 cm

The Circle dining table is also available in oak (p. 67) and wanlut (p. 209).

* This product is FSC certified.
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Life has many different scenarios and you never know what will 
happen next. Unexpected guests for dinner? A growing family? 
Our extendable tables are multi-functional and adapt easily to 
all circumstances. They immediately offer additional space for 
quite a number of extra visitors or diners.

TABLESTeak 

The Slice dining table is also available in oak (p. 69). The Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 x 10 cm, is also available in walnut (p. 211).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Slice dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm, FSC 100%*

11965 140 × 80 × 76 cm

Slice dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm, FSC 100%*

11966 150 × 150 × 76 cm

11967 160 × 90 × 76 cm

11968 180 × 90 × 76 cm

11969 200 × 100 × 76 cm

11970 220 × 100 × 76 cm

Slice extendable dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

table top veneer 4 mm

11942 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

table top veneer 4 mm

11943 160/233 × 90 × 76 cm

11944 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm
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Dining tables are the centre of our daily life. Whether you want 
to play a game, help with homework or fold the laundry, our 
extendable tables are perfect for the job.

TABLESTeak 

Double extendable dining table

table top veneer 4 mm

12066 200/300 × 100 × 76 cm

Double dining table, FSC 100%*

12067 180 × 90 × 76 cm

12068 200 × 90 × 76 cm

12069 220 × 90 × 76 cm

The Double extendable dining table is also available in oak (p. 71 ).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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TABLESTeak 

Pettersson dining table, FSC 100%*

designed by Patrik Pettersson

11975 180 × 90 × 76 cm

11976 200 × 90 × 76 cm

11977 220 × 100 × 76 cm

11978 250 × 100 × 76 cm

The Pettersson dining table is also available in oak (p. 75).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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Minimalist lines, refined design and solid wood are the 
characteristics of the Apron dining table. This table has a 
charmingly slender appearance, with two metal bars under  
the table top to keep it level.

TABLESTeak 

Apron dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm, FSC 100%*

10589 160 × 90 × 76 cm

10588 180 × 90 × 76 cm

Apron dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm, FSC 100%*

10587 200 × 100 × 76 cm

10586 220 × 100 × 76 cm

10585 240 × 100 × 76 cm

The Apron dining table is also available in oak (p. 77).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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N CHAIRSTeak 

N2 lounge chair, FSC 100%*

14686 58 × 69 × 70 cm – seating height 40 cm

N3 kitchen counter stool, FSC 100%*

14687 48 × 50 × 89 cm – seating height 65 cm

The N chairs are also available in oak (p. 85).

* This product is FSC® certified.

N4 bar stool, FSC 100%*

14688 48 × 50 × 110 cm – seating height 80 cm
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The Cuba chair is one of our earliest designs. Our teak chairs 
and benches are natural, rustic and warm. Combined with our 
other chairs, they create a fluid and harmonious effect.

CHAIRS & BENCHESTeak 

Archetype 1 chair, FSC 100%*

14703 42 × 50 × 86 cm – seating height 46 cm

Ex 1 chair, FSC 100%*

15270 43 × 56 × 82 cm – seating height 47 cm

Cuba chair, FSC 100%*

14740 51 × 47 × 55 cm – seating height 45 cm

The EX 1 chair is also available in oak (p. 83).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Double bench, FSC 100%*

12084 180 × 40 × 45 cm

12085 200 × 40 × 45 cm

12086 220 × 40 × 45 cm
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We have an extensive collection of teak chairs, including quite 
a few upholstered ones to make life even more comfortable. As 
we love timeless quality materials, we have used pure Belgian 
linen that, like wood, ages naturally.

CHAIRS Teak 

EX 1 chair, Turkish Coffee upholstery

14680 43 × 56 × 82 cm – seating height 47 cm

B1 chair, Turkish Coffee upholstery

14670 47 × 57 × 85 cm – seating height 49 cm

Square Root sofa, 1 seater, Turkish Coffee upholstery

14747 69 × 75 × 75 cm – seating height 41 cm
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Most of our teak coffee tables are equipped with 
discreet storage solutions. Ideal if you like your 
sitting room uncluttered, and still want to keep 
indispensable items at hand.

COFFEE & SIDE TABLES Teak 

Thin coffee table, stainless steel, FSC 100%*

15313 150 × 70 × 35 cm

15315 100 × 100 × 35 cm

Thin side table, stainless steel, FSC 100%*

15317 55 × 55 × 40 cm

Naomi coffee table, FSC Recycled 100%*

14211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Naomi side table, FSC Recycled 100%*

14210 59 × 42 × 42 cm

Burger coffee table, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

The Thin and Naomi coffee tables are also available in oak (p. 89). The Thin and Naomi side tables are also available in oak (p. 93)

The Naomi coffee table is also available in walnut (p.215).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Duplex coffee table, FSC 100%*

13996 80 × 80 × 37 cm

13998 110 × 110 × 37 cm

13997 130 × 80 × 37 cm



These compact, cleverly designed masterpieces can be used in 
all sorts of interiors and situations. The light-footed Tripod side 
table, for example, will make a great addition to your interior. 
Made of solid wood, some of our side tables such as the Pop 
range, can also be used as stools.

Tripod side table, FSC 100%*

14212 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod side table, large, FSC 100%*

14213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

Pop low table

13990 45 × 45 × 35 cm

Pop stool

13991 40 × 40 × 45 cm

Butcher stool

13993 35 × 35 × 50 cm
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Our side tables are like so many 
things in life: it’s all in the detail.

SIDE TABLES Teak 

The Tripod and Cube side tables are also available in oak (p. 93) and walnut (p. 217). The Frame and Open Cube side tables are also available in oak (p. 93).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Frame sofa side table, FSC Recycled 100%*

14065 48 × 40 × 48 cm

Cube open side table, FSC Recycled 100%*

14160 42 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube closed side table, FSC 100%*

10646 45 × 42 × 45cm
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Would you like to give your room some extra oomph? Look 
no further than these teak shelves, which can be endlessly 
multiplied and combined. For instance, use our M rack as a 
room divider. The effect will be stunning.

SHELVES Teak 

M rack, FSC 100%*

14201 104 × 30 × 219 cm

The M rack is also available in oak (p. 97).

* This product is FSC® certified.

M rack, small, FSC 100%*

14202 90 × 30 × 139 cm
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The levels and proportions of the Mozaic shelving unit make it 
an interesting work of art that looks different from every angle. 
Combine several units to make an even greater impression.

SHELVES Teak 

Mozaic rack, FSC 100%*

14203 100 × 34 × 201 cm

The Mozaic rack is also available in oak (p. 101).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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SHELVES Teak 

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors, FSC 100%*

11443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

The Nordic racks are also available in oak (p. 99) and walnut (p. 219).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors, FSC 100%*

11444 90 × 46 × 126 cm
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SHELVES Teak 

Skelet rack, FSC 100%*

10901 100 × 35 × 188 cm

The wall shelf is also available in oak (p. 101). The Utilitile hooked is also available in oak (p. 101) and walnut (p. 219).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Skelet rack, small, FSC 100%*

10902 100 × 35 × 85 cm

wall shelf

15298 135 × 22 × 5 cm

15299 200 × 22 × 5 cm

Utilitile hooked

15097 40 × 4 × 40 cm
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Under the stairs, on the landing, in a corner of the bedroom or 
by the window: our consoles double up as flexible workspaces 
for the perfect home office.

CONSOLESTeak 

Wave console, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

11456 120 × 60 × 78 cm

The Wave console is also available in oak (p. 103) and walnut (p. 221).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Frame PC console, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

14066 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Frame PC console, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

14068 160 × 43 × 82 cm



On this page: top left: Teak Frame PC console (p. 177). Opposite page: bottom: Teak Cube open side table (p. 167).
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Wood is serene.  
Wood is natural. 
Wood is respect.
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Bedrooms should be calm, quiet places where you can relax 
after a long day at work. With its high quality material and 
timeless design, each bed is built to last.

BEDSTeak 

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

headboard veneer 4 mm

15174 184 × 219 × 95 cm 

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

headboard veneer 4 mm

15173 204 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic II bed without slats, mattress size 180/220

headboard veneer 4 mm

15181 204 × 239 × 95 cm

The Nordic II bed is also available in oak (p. 109).
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Soft and light with a rounder silhouette, the delicately-shaped 
Air bed is a contemporary twist on the traditional concept of 
beds. This elegant bed is available in all three types of wood.

BEDSTeak 

Air bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100%*

15192 180 × 232 × 96 cm 

Air bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100%*

15191 200 × 232 × 96 cm 

The Air bed is also available in oak (p. 111) and walnut (p. 229).

* This product is FSC® certified.
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The Madra bed and matching bedside tables exude balanced 
harmony. The rough finish of the wood adds a pure rustic touch 
to your bedroom.

BEDSTeak 

The Madra bed is also available in oak (p. 113).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100%*

15071 198 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100%*

15072 218 × 243 × 71 cm



With all of our bedroom furniture, we aim to use durable materials 
and unfussy lines to create a relaxed, easy going atmosphere. 
Timeless teak only becomes more beautiful as years by – this 
makes this kind of furniture real investment pieces.

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 140/200, FSC 100%*

15123 150 × 210 × 90 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100%*

15111 170 × 210 × 90 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100%*

15101 190 × 210 × 90 cm
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Our teak bedroom furniture, with its clean lines 
and natural materials, contributes to a good 
night's sleep – and an even better awakening. 

BEDSTeak 

The Azur bed is also available in oak (p. 115).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Light Frame bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100%*

11130 171 × 210 × 95 cm

Light Frame bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100%*

11131 191 × 210 × 95 cm



Nordic II bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15172 57 × 40 × 37 cm

Nordic II hanging bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15178 57 × 40 × 21 cm

Air bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15190 56 × 44 × 37 cm

new

new
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Our teak bedside tables have a warm, more rustic feel than the
oak ones, but are just as adaptable and can be used in the living 
room as well as the bedroom. They look just as good with a 
bedside light as with a pile of magazine and a cup of tea by the 
open fire.

BEDSIDE TABLESTeak 

Horizon bedside table, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

10604 55 × 40 × 54 cm

Light Frame bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

11127 48 × 44 × 48 cm

The Nordic II, Madra and Air bedside tables are also available in oak (p. 117).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Madra bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100%*

15070 60 × 43 × 27 cm

Our solid teak bedside tables are 
equipped with discreet drawers and are 
perfect companions to our teak beds
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The KDS collection consists of wardrobes with sliding doors 
and shelves with space for an extensive collection of clothes or 
all your home linen. If the access to your bedroom is too narrow, 
this collection is ideal: KDS is delivered as flat pack furniture.

DRESSERSTeak 

KDS dresser, 2 sliding doors

back and side panels veneer 0.6 mm

15081 166 × 65 × 218 cm – self assembly

The KDS dresser is also available in oak (p. 119).

KDS dresser, 3 sliding doors

back and side panels veneer 0.6 mm

15080 260 × 65 × 218 cm – self assembly
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DRESSERSTeak 

Shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100%*

15049 115 × 60 × 200 cm

The Shadow dresser is also available in oak (p. 121).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Horizon dresser, 2 doors, FSC 100%*

10614 100 × 60 × 195 cm
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You can never have enough storage space in a home.  
Our wardrobes and chests of drawers are available in all shapes 
and sizes and offer maximum storage space that remains as 
unobtrusive as you want it to be.

CHEST OF DRAWERSTeak 

Light Frame chest of drawers, 3 drawers, FSC 100%*

11125 125 × 50 × 90 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 5 drawers, FSC 100%*

15062 70 × 50 × 125 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers, FSC 100%*

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

The Burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers, is also available in oak (p. 123).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Horizon shoe rack, 2 doors, 1 drawer (inside), FSC 100%*

10605 80 × 40 × 75 cm
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AND MORETeak 

mirror, FSC Recycled 100%*

20007 90 × 4 × 200 cm

Light Frame mirror

11134 90 × 5 × 60 cm

The mirrors are also available in oak (p. 125).

* This product is FSC® certified.

Light Frame mirror

11135 90 × 5 × 150 cm

Slatted bed base

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

45001 70 × 200 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm



WALNUT
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The playful aspect and vintage feel of the Wave range make 
this a truly striking collection. The Wave series is available in all 
three types of wood: oak, teak and walnut.

WAVEWalnuT 

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

41451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 2 doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

The Wave collection is also available in oak (p. 21) and teak (p. 129).

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers

41455 110 × 46 × 183 cm
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Our Nordic collection has become an Ethnicraft classic. The 
bevelled edges give this solid wood furniture an extra... edge, 
we would say. The whole collection is available in all three types 
of wood: oak, teak and walnut.

NORDICWalnuT 

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41439 120 × 46 × 45 cm

The Nordic console, TV cupboard and coffee table 120cm are also available in oak (p. 33 – 35).

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

41445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers

41444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

console, 2 drawers

41447 120 × 40 × 85 cm
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The Osso dining table – designed by Grain and Green – is 
available in a round or rectangular version and adds a warm and 
original touch to your room. Combine it with our matching Osso 
stools for a sophisticated effect.

TABLESWalnuT 

Osso round table high

43030 120 × 120 × 88 cm

Osso round dining table

43031 120 × 120 × 75 cm

The Osso round dining table is also available in oak and Blackstone finish (p. 63).
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TABLESWalnuT 

Osso square dining table

43025 100 × 100 × 75 cm

Osso rectangular dining table

43027 200 × 100 × 75cm

43026 240 × 105 × 75 cm
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Japanese puzzles were the inspiration for the design of the 
Circle table. In-house designer Alain Van Havre created a 
successful dining table with interlocking legs. This is a stylish 
piece that is perfectly stable.

TABLESWalnuT 

The Circle dining table is also available in oak (p. 67) and teak (p. 149).

Circle dining table

40165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

40164 163 × 163 × 76 cm
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Slice was already a dining table with a unique character, but we 
added a little extra. This walnut table can easily be extended 
without interruption of the wood grain pattern.

TABLESWalnuT 

The Slice extendable dining table is also available in oak (p. 69) and teak (p. 151).

Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

table top veneer 4 mm

41943 160/233 × 90 × 76 cm

41944 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm
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CHAIRS & BENCHES WalnuT 

Osso stool

43033 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high

43032 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Bjorsing chair, height armrest 66 cm

44678 59 × 62 × 83 cm – seating height 46 cm

Spindle bench, with backrest

45180 150 × 35 × 60 cm – seating height 46

Spindle bench, with upholstery

45181 150 × 35 × 47 cm

The Osso stools are also available in oak and Blackstone finish (p. 83). The Bjorsing chair is also available in oak (p. 83).

new

new
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Add a pure and sophisticated look to your living room with our 
walnut coffee tables. This dark, voluptuous wood makes for 
stylish centerpieces.

COFFEE TABLESWalnuT 

The Tripod and Naomi coffee tables are also available in oak (p. 87 – 89). The Naomi coffee table is also available in teak (p. 165).

Tripod coffee table

44215 96 × 96 × 36 cm

Naomi coffee table

44211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Osso rectangular coffee table

43023 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Osso round coffee table

43028 100 × 100 × 35 cm

new new
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Heidi Earnshaw designed the popular Tripod table in 2013 
and we have been adding new versions ever since. Today it is 
available in a glamorous black finish and in all three wood types: 
oak, teak and walnut.

SIDE TABLESWalnuT 

Tripod side table

44212 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod side table, large

44213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

The walnut side tables are also available in oak (p. 91 – 93). The Tripod, Naomi and Cube closed 45 cm side tables are also available in teak (p. 165 – 167).

Naomi side table

44210 58 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube closed side table

40646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

Cube closed side table

40647 73 × 42 × 45 cm
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SHELVESWalnuT 

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors

41443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors

41448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

Utilitile hooked

45097 40 × 4 × 40 cm

The Nordic racks and Utilitile hooked are also available in oak (p. 99 – 101) and teak (p. 173 – 175).
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It might be work, but it doesn't have to feel like it. Create a 
sophisticated working environment and design your office 
exactly as you want it to be, without sacrificing style or comfort.

OFFICEWalnuT 

The walnut office collection is also available in oak (p. 103). The Wave console is also available in teak (p. 177).

U table

44001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

44000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

44010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

Billy box, 3 drawers

40620 50 × 56 × 66 cm

Wave office console, 1 drawer

41456 120 × 60 × 78 cm
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CONSOLESWalnuT 

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

44066 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

41444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

41447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

The Nordic consoles are also available in oak (p. 105). The Frame PC console is also available in teak (p.177).



Wood is class.  
Wood is luscious. 
Wood is luxury.

On this page: top left: Walnut Slice extendable table (p. 211) – middle: Walnut Naomi coffee table (p. 215).  

Opposite page: Walnut Wave TV cupboard (p. 201)
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The Spindle collection found its inspiration in the traditional 
spinning wheel and incorporates perfectly aligned spokes into 
the headboard. Slightly tapered legs and rounded edges add a 
soft, sensual quality to these beautiful pieces of furniture.

BEDSWalnuT 

Spindle bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

45187 170 × 210 × 97 cm

Spindle bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

45186 190 × 210 × 97 cm

Spindle bedside table, 1 drawer

45185 55 × 35 × 52 cm

new

new
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The name ‘Air Bed’ says it all: the idea was to add softness, 
roundness and overall lightness to the usual concept of the 
beds in our catalogue.

BEDSWalnuT 

Air bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

45192 180 × 232 × 96 cm 

Air bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

45191 200 × 232 × 96 cm

Air bedside table, 1 drawer

45190 56 × 44 × 37 cm

The Air bed is also available in oak (p. 111) and teak (p. 183).

new



SEATING
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The rich leather and strong, yet soft silhouette of this 
sumptuous sofa make it a striking piece of furniture that would 
be an asset to your living room.

N501SeaTing 

Sofa, 1 seater, old saddle

20219 78 × 90 × 85 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, old saddle

20221 200 × 90 × 85 cm

new

new
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Soft edges, opulent Belgian linen and a classic silhouette with  
retro-contemporary details give this sofa a subtle yet luxurious look.

N801SeaTing 

Sofa, 3 seater, grey

20237 212 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, beige

20240 212 × 93 × 80 cm

new

new
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N101SeaTing 

Sofa, 1 seater, ash grey

20114 81 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 2 seater, ash grey

20115 167 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, ash grey

20116 203 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 1 seater, wheat

20105 81 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 2 seater, wheat

20107 167 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, wheat

20109 203 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 1 seater, olive green

20106 81 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 2 seater, olive green

20108 167 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, olive green

20110 203 × 93 × 80 cm
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ABOUT SOLID WOOD
Wood, like any other natural and porous material, continues 
to absorb and release humidity throughout its life. Ethnicraft 
designs furniture that adapts well to the hydrometrical 
conditions of its environment. The structural design of the 
furniture allows the wood to expand and contract.
Variations in wood grain, texture & colour, knots and other 
natural characteristics are inherent in solid wood. We believe 
that these imperfections contribute to the charm of Ethnicraft 
products. Wood is a natural product and we finish each piece 
with great skill and artistry. Our craftsmen use different wood-
working techniques such as wood inlaying and the use of wood 
paste. Ethnicraft consciously selects a specific quality of wood 
that adds more character to its designs.

OUR COMMITMENT
Wood has always been the core material in the Ethnicraft 
range. We are deeply aware of the impact of our industry on 
the environment and we take environmental issues to heart: 
the origin of the wood, the energy we use in the production and 
distribution process, the treatment of the products and waste 
reduction – we try to be as environmentally friendly as possible.

THE ORIGIN OF OUR CORE MATERIAL
Ethnicraft’s teak wood comes from two main sources. On the 
one hand, we carefully reclaim timber from neglected buildings 
or old warehouses, mainly from the island of Central Java in 
Indonesia. On the other hand, Ethnicraft works closely together 
with the Indonesian governmental body in charge of managing 
the teak plantations originally set up by the Dutch about 150 
years ago. This government agency applies strict policies with 
regard to annual replanting and the size and quantity of trees 

that can be felled each year. Where our oak is concerned: our 
sister factories use French and Serbian oak from well-managed 
forests in Europe. Finally, the walnut we are using for our 
designs comes from American soil.

NO WASTE
Production waste such as leftover logs, wood and sawdust are 
re-used for other purposes. The sawdust from logs is either 
used as fuel for the drying ovens or compressed as a base for 
pellets. All the leftovers from cutting planks to size are recycled 
and used as base material or as box joints for panels.

FSC® LABEL FOR OUR FURNITURE
Our commitment to the environment is reflected by the FSC® 
CoC (Chain of Custody) certification of our distribution centers. 
FSC® is a worldwide independent, non-governmental, non-profit 
organisation that promotes responsible management of the 
world’s forests. In other words, this organisation guarantees 
that products carrying the FSC® label come from forests that 
are managed so that they meet the social, economic and 
ecological needs of present and future generations. In the case 
of Ethnicraft NV and Azur, the CoC certificate guarantees that 
the company is perfectly placed to buy, stock and sell products 
with a specified FSC® certificate, originating from sustainably 
managed forests, controlled sources and reclaimed materials, 
or a mixture of these. At the moment, several of the ranges sold 
by Ethnicraft carry a FSC® 100% Recycled label, meaning that 
the products are made from reclaimed timber. Other collections 
carry the FSC 100% label, which means that these products 
are made from wood originating from FSC certified plantations. 
These ranges are clearly indicated in the catalogue. Moreover, 
every effort is being made to increase the number of ranges 
with an FSC® label.



HOW TO TAKE CARE  
OF OUR FURNITURE
Every piece of furniture has its own maintenance requirements, 
depending on the lifestyle and needs of the user. Caring for 
solid wooden furniture requires some skill, so it is important to 
be well informed. Here, you will find our general maintenance 
guidelines for the different types of wood. On our website 
(www.ethnicraft.com) you can find a more detailed Maintenance 
Guide. Do keep in mind that these are only recommendations 
and that Ethnicraft cannot be held responsible for the results.

OAK FURNITURE

OILED FURNITURE

Most of the Ethnicraft oak furniture is finished with a pigmented 
hardwax oil. This finish gives the furniture its desired natural 
color and forms a natural protective coating that acts as a 
repellent against most common substances and liquids, but is 
no foolproof guarantee against stains.

DAILY CARE
• For daily care of your furniture, use a damp cloth (not too 

wet) with a mild solution of warm water and natural soap. 
Do not use soap containing detergent and in case of a spill, 
make sure you remove it immediately. 

CLEANING & REFRESHING THE SURFACE
• To refresh your furniture or to remove absorbed stains 

(crayons or pencil marks, wine stains, fruit juice stains, 
etc.) we recommend Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner (3029). 
This product cleans, regenerates and slightly reinforces 
the original protective coating. For the correct application, 
please see the Maintenance Guide on our website. 

YEARLY CARE
• As time goes by, depending on the amount of wear the 

furniture gets, the original hardwax coating may need to 
be renewed. We recommend using Osmo Hardwax Oil 
Natural (3041). For the correct application, please see the 
Maintenance Guide on our website. Please note that it is 
important to remove excess product after application to 
avoid white spots after drying.

STUBBORN STAINS & REPAIRS
• In case of stubborn stains or to remove a superficial scratch 

you may need to sand the surface and apply a new layer of 
hardwax oil (3041). You can find detailed instructions in the 
Maintenance Guide on our website.

VARNISHED FURNITURE

Part of the Ethnicraft oak furniture is varnished instead of oiled. 
You will find varnished items clearly indicated in this catalogue. 
Varnish offers a good protection against stains, while preserving 
the natural look of the oak furniture. Even with this preventative 
treatment, spills should be removed immediately. If the liquid 
or substance is left to penetrate the wood over a period of time, 
the furniture will eventually get stained.

DAILY CARE
• For daily care of your furniture, use a damp cloth (not too 

wet) with a mild solution of warm water and natural soap. 
Do not use solvent-based cleaning agents as these might 
damage the varnish.
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TEAK FURNITURE
Our teak range comes without any finish or protective 
treatment. The wood is merely polished, allowing the natural 
oils to rise to the surface. The high density of teak wood has the 
advantage that stains stay on the surface and do not penetrate 
into the wood easily. 

DAILY CARE
• For daily care of your furniture, use a damp cloth (not too 

wet) with a mild solution of warm water and natural soap. 
Do not use soap containing detergent and in case of a spill, 
make sure you remove it immediately.

PREVENTIVE TREATMENT
• If you want to protect the wood from the start, apply a 

protective coating. We recommend Occulto Oil (9911). 
This seals the pores of the timber and creates a natural 
protection. Even then, stains and marks should be removed 
immediately. If liquids or substances are left to penetrate the 
wood, the furniture will eventually get stained.

STUBBORN STAINS & REPAIRS
• To remove stubborn stains or superficial scratches, extra fine 

sand paper (minimum 320 grit) can be used. Make sure you 
always rub in the direction of the wood grain.

WALNUT FURNITURE
All Ethnicraft walnut furniture is finished with a tinted natural oil. 
This finish forms a natural coating, protecting the wood against 
most substances and liquids, but is not a complete guarantee 
against stains.

DAILY CARE
• For daily care of your furniture, use a damp cloth (not too 

wet) with a mild solution of warm water and natural soap. 
Do not use soap containing detergent and in case of a spill, 
make sure you remove it immediately.

CLEANING & REFRESHING THE SURFACE
• To refresh your furniture or to remove absorbed stains 

(crayons or pencil marks, wine stains, fruit juice stains,…
etc.) we recommend Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner (3029). 
This product cleans, regenerates and slightly reinforces 
the original protective coating. For the correct application, 
please see the Maintenance Guide on our website.

YEARLY CARE
• As time goes by, depending on the amount of wear the 

furniture gets, the original hardwax coating may need to 
be renewed. We recommend using Osmo Hardwax Oil for 
walnut furniture (5063). For the correct application, please 
see the Maintenance Guide on our website. Please note that 
it is important to remove excess product after application to 
avoid white spots after drying.

STUBBORN STAINS & REPAIRS
• In case of stubborn stains or to remove a superficial scratch 

you may need to sand the surface and apply a new layer of 
hardwax oil (5063). You can find detailed instructions in the 
Maintenance Guide on our website.

UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
The upholstery of the sofas and chairs is dry-clean only, which 
means that the use of water and soap is not recommended 
since it may leave lighter patches where the fabric has been 
cleaned. Washing a cushion cover in a washing machine, even 
at low temperature, will not only make the colour fade, but also 
shrink the fabric.The upholstery of the teak chairs is made of 
100% Belgian linen. It cannot be removed and stains can only 
be treated with dry-cleaning products.Our leather N501 sofas 
are designed for indoor use only. To keep the leather sofas in 
optimal condition we recommend to:

• Wipe the leather furniture down regularly with a clean,  
dry cloth 

• Apply leather conditioner regularly
• Clean spills immediately with a dry cloth
• Avoid soaking the leather in water or soap
• Avoid using any cleaning products not designed for leather
• Keep leather furniture out of direct sunlight



DO’S & DONT’S
• Recommended humidity in the room: between 40% and 

60%.
• Ideal room temperature: 21°C during the day, not below 14°C 

at night.
• Avoid exposure to extreme conditions: do not place furniture 

near heating sources or in highly air-conditioned spaces.
• Although our furniture – apart from teak – is treated with 

a protective finish, it can still be susceptible to stains. 
We therefore recommend that any spills are removed 
immediately to prevent staining.

• When cleaning the surface, always work in the direction of 
the wood grain.

• Like any natural material, oak will darken or grow yellow 
as time goes by. Teak and walnut will fade slightly in direct 
sunlight. Do not place your furniture in direct sunlight and 
move any objects placed on the furniture from time to time, 
to prevent colour differences.

• Use place mats to prevent hot pots and pans or cold glasses 
and bottles from leaving marks on the furniture. 
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